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15.4 A 361ps SXGA 3D Display Processor with a To solve this problem, the SE processes the interpolation and the
Programmable 3D Graphics Rendering Engine multiplexing operation line by line. Since the view interpolation

generates intermediate view-images by moving pixels of a left eye

Seok-oon im,ae-Sug Yon, Cang-yo Yu DonhyunKim,view-image or a right eye view-image horizontally, the process can
Seok-Hoon Kim, Jae-Sung Yoon,.Chang-Hyo Yu, Donghyun Kim, be executed line by line. The size of a line is only 0.3% of a view-

Kyusik Chung, Han Shin Lim, HyunWook Park, Lee-Sup Kim image, so each line data can be stored in internal memory.
Therefore, the view interpolation generates 9 view-lines instead of

KAIST, Daejeonl, Korea 9 view-images and stores them in line-buffers which are internal
memory. The multiplexing unit loads and multiplexes these lines

There has been tremendous progress in 3D graphics hardware for into three lines of an output image. This technique can synthesize
various multimedia devices in recent years, but true 3D realism is output images at an interactive-rate by reducing 73.3% of external
not being provided to users due to insufficient computing power memory accesses but requires internal memory for storing the 9
and the lack of depth-perception in 2D displays. A probable next view-lines.
generation display, 3D display technologies, realize stereoscopy [6]
and make viewers perceive realistic 3D effects. However, only pre- In ordelrto educe the internal memory size, a combined arlhitec-
processed static pictures and video data have been visualized in 3D tare is developed that processes view interpolation and multiplex-
displays to date, because complex image processing is required to ing simultaneously, as shown in Fig. 15.4.3. The architecture
synthesize output images from two view-images (left and right eye removes the line-buffers of 7 intermediate view-lines. In the view
view-images) and a disparity-map [10]. An SXGA (1280x1024) 3D interpolation plrocess, a pixel loadedfirom the left linoe-buffer is
display processor is presented with a programmable 3D graphics moved to the left as far as disparity: the horizontal offset of the
rendering engine that can synthesize output images at interactive same pixel due to the different view position. During this process,
rate of 36fps. The synergetic coupling of the 3D display processor some areas cannot be filled due to the occluded area or the bound-
and the rendering engine enables users to experience true realism ary. This is detected when the disparity of the moved-pixel is less
in real-time interactive 3D applications like games and GUIs. than that of the left pixel in the left line-buffer. It is removed by

taking the proper pixels from the right line-buffer. The interpolat-
Figure 15.4.1 shows the entire system architecture and operation. ed pixel is not stored in a line-buffer but directly multiplexed,
The system is divided into two parts: 3D graphics rendering engine which reduces the internal memory size to 49.5%, as shown in Fig.
(RE) and 3D image synthesis engine (SE). The RE performs 3D 15.4.4. In the multiplexing process, a 3x3 pixel box where the inter-
graphics-related pixel processing such as rasterization, texture polated pixel can be mapped is calculated, and the linear mapping
mapping, etc., and a pixel shader in the RE provides various types equation [7] evaluates view-numbers for the sub-pixels in the box.
of functionality. For a 3D display, the RE generates two different If the evaluated view-number matches the current view-number
view-images and a depth-map in two passes. The SE generates 7 generated by the view position counter, the sub-pixels of the inter-
intermediate view-images for in-between viewpoints from the out- polated pixel are filled to the sub-pixel position in the box. An out-
puts of the RE and spatially multiplexes 9 view-images including put image is fully synthesized by the repetition of these processes.
two original view-images into an output image for a target 3D dis-
play, a 9-view slanted lenticular display [7]. 3D graphics applica- To exploit data parallelism, the SE consists of three independent
tions inherently produce a depth-map in the RE, and the depth- sub-pixel units, and one of them is shown in Fig. 15.4.5. Since mul-
map is linearly converted to a disparity-map while static picture tiplexing is directly performed after view interpolation, a sub-pixel
and video data require the complex extraction of the disparity-map. unit does not contain 9 line-buffers but only the source and the out-
The SE is designed to use internal memory instead of external put line-buffers. Although the equation of disparity and view-num-
memory for storing intermediates so that output images can be ber is calculated by floating-point, the error of changing floating-
synthesized in real-time. point to fixed-point is negligible. It enables all operators in a sub-

pixel unit to be designed as fixed-point, which can save area and
Figure 15.4.2 shows the block diagram of the RE. The RE consists power.
of a rasterizer, pixel shader, and raster operation unit (ROP). The
rasterizer generates pixels with triangle data fetched from an The processor integrates approximately1.7MC gates and 40KB
external geometry engine (GE). The pixel shader is a main block of SHAM in 5.0x5.0mm2 using a 0.18gm CMOS technology and runs
the RE and processes state-of-the-art rendering effects by support- at 50MHz. At this frequency, the maximum 3D image synthesis
ing the latest 3D graphics API, Pixel Shader 3.0 [3] and OpenGL rate is 36fps. A detailed specification is shown in Fig. 15.4.6, and
ES 2.0 [4]. The enhanced features such as 32b floating point arith- the chip micrograph is shown in Fig. 15.4.7.
metic and dynamic branching remarkably improve the functional-
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Figure 15.4.7: Chip micrograph.
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